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• subsidies for agricultural production, 

• many interesting legal and technical tools 

The protection mechanisms designed to:

- limit changing land destination into non-agricultural purposes, 

- support farming

forms of farmland protection in Poland



• October 26, 1971, the Law on farm and forest land protection and land reclamation

• March 26, 1982, the Law on farm and forest land protection and land reclamation

• February 3, 1995, the Law on farm and forest land protection (nowday)

Each new legislation replaced the previous one although they all contained similar rules

designed to limit the conversion of farm and forest land destination into purposes other than

agriculture and forestry.

The obligation to pay the land conversion fee and related annual charges was

introduced since 1972

History of farmland protection in Poland



Today, whoever wants to set aside some land for purposes other

than farming or forest use is subject to the Law adopted in 1995

two basic and important concepts:

- destination of land for purposes other than farming or forestry—construed as

planning a land use other than farming or forest use in an agricultural plot and land use other

than forestry in land under forest. This definition was adopted for the planning purposes

because land use is being defined in the area development plans (MPZP).

- exclusion of land from production—construed as commencing land use other than

farming or forestry.

Current land protection rules



Exclusion always takes place at the moment of commencing 

a land use other than farming or forestry. 

This may be:

- legal after obtaining a decision permitting such exclusion,

- Illegal – without permision

Anyone who commits illegal exclusion will have to pay the 

regular fees and charges as well as the law-prescribed fines. 

exclusion of land from production



- soils of mineral and organic origin which represent classes I, II, III, IIIa, IIIb

- soils of organic representing classes IV, IVa, IVb, V and VI

- areas which are:

under fish ponds and other water reservoirs which serve solely agriculture-related purposes;

under residential buildings being part of farmsteads and under other buildings and installations which 

serve solely agricultural production or farm-food processing;

under buildings and installations directly used in agricultural production of special type in conformity with 

the respective personal income tax and corporate income tax law; 

under village parks, forest patches and field woods, in this, also areas under wind-stopping strips and anti-

erosion protective installations;

under family allotment gardens and botanical gardens;

under installations which provide: irrigation and drainage, anti-flood, fire-protection, rural water supply, 

sewage, municipal water treatment and garbage disposal systems which serve local agriculture and 

population; 

areas reclaimed for agriculture; 

peatlands and ponds; 

under access roads leading to arable land,

The exclusion from production of farmland



The exclusion from production of farmland and forest may be done after issuing a decision
which grants permission for such exclusion.

The decision is issued before:

- granting a building permit, or

- a construction or building works is registered.

The obtained decision is attached to the building permit 

application or to the registration of construction or building 

works. 

The obligation to pay land conversion fees motivates land owners 

to seek reduction of their soil classes so as to avoid financial cost. 

Decision – permission for exclusion – when?



A commenced investment process creates:

Bp plot—undeveloped urbanised area or area under construction.

The size of a Bp plot under the new legislation introduced on July 31, 2021, should

match with the plot or area development plan produced by the designer and it

should match with the construction project described in the Building Act.

Bp plot and its size



A commenced investment process creates:

Bp plot—undeveloped urbanised area or area under construction.

The Bp plot defined in this way should be disclosed in the real estate cadastre.

The disclosure of a Bp plot in the cadastre creates new and much higher tax

obligations on the side of the land owners.

To have a Bp plot disclosed in the cadastre, a geodetic documentation must be

produced.

Until July 31, 2020, such documentation was made by a surveyor

Bp plot



❑ Unfortunately, the law adopted on July 31, 2020, no longer required registration of the

surveyor’s staking out with the National Geodetic and Cartographic Resource as a surveying work.

❑ This is why surveyors do not produce the data for the Bp plots as a result of their stake-out job.

❑ Thus, the sole source of information saying that a Bp plot was created is the documentation the land

owner is supposed to submit within 30 days since the start of the investment process. However, land

owners rarely take care to fulfil this obligation.

As a result, the property tax (not the rural tax) is never collected until the end of the investment

process when the surveyor comes to make his as-built survey of the finished building and produces the

required documentation for the plot:

➢ B residential

➢ Ba industrial area, or

➢ Bi other developed area,

depending on the given investment project type and on the building permit or on the registered

construction.

Bp plots in cadastral and tax system



Direction of land use – agricultural and forest land



59,9 + 30,5 + 1,5 = 91,9% 

agricultural and forest land



Agricultural land area by land type (in thousands ha)



Agricultural lan excluded for non—agricultural purposes (ha)

keeps increasing



Agricultural land excluded for non-agricultural purposes

directions of designation (ha)

Most of them are residential 

and industrial area



❖ The instruments of farm and forest land protection can be considered as sufficient. 

❖ procedure of land conversion and its exclusion from agricultural production and, as a result, a 

change of the actual land use, is accompanied by a number of conditions and extra fees. 

❖ in practical life land with the best soils is seldom converted to non-agricultural purposes and 

development plans are usually located on lands with poorer soils which are less useful in 

agriculture. 

❖ A problem is: registration of the way in which land is actually used during a transition phase 

between the time when it is still used for agricultural purposes and the end of conversion resulting 

from the finished investment project. 

Regulations governing this problem require further refinement and more precision.  

Summary


